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This book is the proceeding of the International Conference on Sustainable Management and Innovation (ICoSMI 2020) that was
successfully held on 14-16 September 2020 using an online platform. The conference was mainly organized by the Department of
Management IPB University in collaboration with Leibniz University of Hannover, Universiti Putera Malaysia, Kasetsart University,
Tun Hussein Onn University of Malaysia, Tamil Nadu Teachers Education University, Deakin University, University of Adelaide,
Forum Manajemen Indonesia, FE Pakuan University, FE Gajah Mada University FEB University of North Sumatra and FEB
Andalas University, SBM Bandung Institute of Technology, FEB Lampung University, Perbanas Institute Jakarta, FE Bina
Nusantara University, and SBE Prasetiya Mulya University. This conference has brought academic researchers, business
practitioners as well as graduate students together to exchange their experiences and research results about most aspects of
innovation and sustainability, and discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. About 402 delegates
across the world including Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Spain, China, and India have attended and presented their research
works in the conference. The proceeding consists of 80 high-quality papers that were selected from more than 250 submitted
papers. The papers are classified into 12 themes, namely Finance for Sustainability, Industry 4.0 and Future Business
Sustainability, Policy and Strategy for Sustainable Innovation and Supply Chain, Smart Agriculture Management for Environmental
Sustainability, and Sustainable Human Resources. Finally, we would like to express the greatest thanks to all colleagues in the
steering and organizing committee for their cooperation in administering and arranging the conference as well as reviewers for
their academic works and commitment to reviewing papers.
ESSENTIALS OF MARKETING RESEARCH, 6E, provides a concise, yet complete guide to the design, execution, analysis, and
reporting of marketing research to support smart business decisions. Covering essential principles and techniques in a
streamlined, engaging way, the text equips students with the core knowledge and skills needed to manage marketing research
effectively. This proven text provides valuable business context while introducing both traditional research methods, such as
designing questionnaires, and the latest technological advances, including current data collection devices, basic data analysis
tools, practical approaches to data analytics, and the impact of social media and artifactual online data. Designed specifically for
instructors who prefer a concise introduction to marketing research topics, the Sixth Edition of this trusted text features updates
based on recent trends and technology, including an increased emphasis on ethical and international issues, reflecting their
growing importance in modern marketing research. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Supercharge your marketing strategy with data analytics In Data-First Marketing: How to Compete & Win in the Age of Analytics,
distinguished authors Miller and Lim demystify the application of data analytics to marketing in any size business. Digital
transformation has created a widening gap between what the CEO and business expect marketing to do and what the CMO and
the marketing organization actually deliver. The key to unlocking the true value of marketing is data – from actual buyer behavior to
targeting info on social media platforms to marketing’s own campaign metrics. Data is the next big battlefield for not just
marketers, but also for the business because the judicious application of data analytics will create competitive advantage in the
Age of Analytics. Miller and Lim show marketers where to start by leveraging their decades of experience to lay out a step-by-step
process to help businesses transform into data-first marketing organizations. The book includes a self-assessment which will help
to place your organization on the Data-First Marketing Maturity Model and serve as a guide for which steps you might need to
focus on to complete your own transformation. Data-First Marketing: How to Compete & Win in the Age of Analytics should be
used by CMOs and heads of marketing to institute a data-first approach throughout the marketing organization. Marketing staffers
can pick up practical tips for incorporating data in their daily tasks using the Data-First Marketing Campaign Framework. And
CEOs or anyone in the C-suite can use this book to see what is possible and then help their marketing teams to use data analytics
to increase pipeline, revenue, customer loyalty – anything that drives business growth.
Contents ************************************** Big data-enabled large-scale group decision making for circular economy
************************************** Bridging marketing theory and big data analytics: The taxonomy of marketing attribution
************************************** Keywords: How Big Data is transforming marketing and sales? What is the role of big data in
marketing digital marketing? Big data architecture Action research Case study research Blockchain adoption Supply chain
management Big data Circular economy Stakeholders as large decision makers Case study Emerging market Agile management
Heterogeneity Internet-of-things Smart factory Smart manufacturing Customer journey analytics Multi-channel marketing
performance measurement Taxonomy Marketing attribution Decision-making Big Data analytics in Agile software development big
data facebook big data baseball big data analysis for green computing concepts and applications big data big climb big data
systems big data healthcare big data aws big data science big data mba big data a big data dragon tank big data a revolution that
will transform big data a revolution that will transform how we live work and think big data algorithms big data analysis big data
analytics big data and health analytics big data and social science big data architect big data architecture big data at work big data
band big data small wars big data spanish big data spark big data system big data technologies for business big data textbook big
data uncharted big data understanding how data powers big business big data using hadoop big data using hadoop and hive big
data visualization big data with java big data with spark
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.6 International Working Conference "ICT Unbounded, Social
Impact of Bright ICT Adoption" on Transfer and Diffusion of IT, TDIT 2019, held in Accra, Ghana, in June 2019. The 30 revised full
papers and 4 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 72 submissions. The papers focus on Bright
Information and Communication Technology, a concept that entails the development of relevant technologies, business models,
public policies, social norms, international agreements, metrics of measuring national progress and preventing undesirable
activities on the Internet. They are organized in the following topical sections: technology adoption, diffusion and ubiquitous
computing; big data and business intellligence; smart cities; and security, privacy, ethics and misinformation.
The objective of this book is to introduce the basic concepts of big data computing and then to describe the total solution of big
data problems using HPCC, an open-source computing platform. The book comprises 15 chapters broken into three parts. The
first part, Big Data Technologies, includes introductions to big data concepts and techniques; big data analytics; and visualization
and learning techniques. The second part, LexisNexis Risk Solution to Big Data, focuses on specific technologies and techniques
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developed at LexisNexis to solve critical problems that use big data analytics. It covers the open source High Performance
Computing Cluster (HPCC Systems®) platform and its architecture, as well as parallel data languages ECL and KEL, developed to
effectively solve big data problems. The third part, Big Data Applications, describes various data intensive applications solved on
HPCC Systems. It includes applications such as cyber security, social network analytics including fraud, Ebola spread modeling
using big data analytics, unsupervised learning, and image classification. The book is intended for a wide variety of people
including researchers, scientists, programmers, engineers, designers, developers, educators, and students. This book can also be
beneficial for business managers, entrepreneurs, and investors.
Leverage big data insights to improve customer experiences and insure business success Many of today's businesses find
themselves caught in a snarl of internal data, paralyzed by internal silos, and executing antiquated marketing approaches. As a
result, consumers are losing patience, shareholders are clamoring for growth and differentiation, and marketers are left struggling
to untangle the massive mess. Big Data Marketing provides a strategic road map for executives who want to clear the chaos and
start driving competitive advantage and top line growth. Using real-world examples, non-technical language, additional
downloadable resources, and a healthy dose of humor, Big Data Marketing will help you discover the remedy offered by datadriven marketing. Explains how marketers can use data to learn what they need to know Details strategies to drive marketing
relevance and Return On Marketing Investment (ROMI) Provides a five-step approach in the journey to a more data-driven
marketing organization Author Lisa Arthur, the Chief Marketing Officer for Teradata Applications, the leader in integrated marketing
software, meets with thousands of CMOs and marketing professionals annually through public speaking and events Big Data
Marketing reveals patterns in your customers' behavior and proven ways to elevate customer experiences. Leverage these
insights to insure your business's success.
This handbook brings together a variety of approaches to the uses of big data in multiple fields, primarily science, medicine, and
business. This single resource features contributions from researchers around the world from a variety of fields, where they share
their findings and experience. This book is intended to help spur further innovation in big data. The research is presented in a way
that allows readers, regardless of their field of study, to learn from how applications have proven successful and how similar
applications could be used in their own field. Contributions stem from researchers in fields such as physics, biology, energy,
healthcare, and business. The contributors also discuss important topics such as fraud detection, privacy implications, legal
perspectives, and ethical handling of big data.
PROFITING FROM MARKETING ANALYTICS: YOUR COMPLETE EXECUTIVE ROADMAP “Solid ideas and experiences, well-told, for
executives who need higher returns from their analytic investments. Captures many best practices that are consistent with our own
experiences at Bain & Company, helping clients develop actionable strategies that deliver sustainable results.” —Bob Bechek, Worldwide
Managing Director, Bain & Company “Cesar has explored a complex subject in a clear and useful way as senior marketers look to more
effectively leverage the power of data and analytics.” —Bill Brand, Chief Marketing and Business Development Officer, HSN, Inc. “Loaded
with meaty lessons from seasoned practitioners, this book defines the guideposts of the Marketing Analytics Age and what it will take for
marketing leaders to be successful in it. Cesar Brea has provided a practical playbook for marketers who are ready to make this transition.”
—Meredith Callanan, Vice President, Corporate Marketing and Communications, T. Rowe Price “While the field has a lot of books on the
statistics of marketing analytics, we also need insights on the organization issues and culture needed to implement successfully. Cesar
Brea’s Marketing and Sales Analytics has addressed this gap in an interesting and helpful way.” —Scott A. Neslin, Albert Wesley Frey
Professor of Marketing, Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth College To successfully apply marketing analytics, executives must orchestrate
elements that transcend multiple perspectives and organizational silos. In Marketing and Sales Analytics, leading analytics consultant Cesar
Brea shows you exactly how to do this. Brea examines the experiences of 15 leaders who’ve built high-value analytics capabilities in multiple
industries. Then, building on what they’ve learned, he presents a complete blueprint for implementing and profiting from marketing analytics.
You’ll learn how to evaluate “ecosystemic” conditions for success, reconcile diverse perspectives to frame the right questions, and organize
your people, data, and operating infrastructure to answer them and maximize business results. Brea helps you overcome key challenges
ranging from balancing analytic techniques to governance, hidden biases to culture change. He also offers specific guidance on crucial
decisions such as “buy vs. build?”, “centralize or decentralize?”, and “hire generalists or specialists?”
Big Data is the biggest game-changing opportunity for marketing and sales since the Internet went mainstream almost 20 years ago. The
data big bang has unleashed torrents of terabytes about everything from customer behaviors to weather patterns to demographic consumer
shifts in emerging markets. This collection of articles, videos, interviews, and slideshares highlights the most important lessons for companies
looking to turn data into above-market growth: Using analytics to identify valuable business opportunities from the data to drive decisions and
improve marketing return on investment (MROI) Turning those insights into well-designed products and offers that delight customers
Delivering those products and offers effectively to the marketplace.The goldmine of data represents a pivot-point moment for marketing and
sales leaders. Companies that inject big data and analytics into their operations show productivity rates and profitability that are 5 percent to 6
percent higher than those of their peers. That's an advantage no company can afford to ignore.
Get the expert perspective and practical advice on big data The Big Data-Driven Business: How to Use Big Data to Win Customers, Beat
Competitors, and Boost Profits makes the case that big data is for real, and more than just big hype. The book uses real-life examples—from
Nate Silver to Copernicus, and Apple to Blackberry—to demonstrate how the winners of the future will use big data to seek the truth. Written
by a marketing journalist and the CEO of a multi-million-dollar B2B marketing platform that reaches more than 90% of the U.S. business
population, this book is a comprehensive and accessible guide on how to win customers, beat competitors, and boost the bottom line with big
data. The marketplace has entered an era where the customer holds all the cards. With unprecedented choice in both the consumer world
and the B2B world, it's imperative that businesses gain a greater understanding of their customers and prospects. Big data is the key to this
insight, because it provides a comprehensive view of a company's customers—who they are, and who they may be tomorrow. The Big DataDriven Business is a complete guide to the future of business as seen through the lens of big data, with expert advice on real-world
applications. Learn what big data is, and how it will transform the enterprise Explore why major corporations are betting their companies on
marketing technology Read case studies of big data winners and losers Discover how to change privacy and security, and remodel marketing
Better information allows for better decisions, better targeting, and better reach. Big data has become an indispensable tool for the most
effective marketers in the business, and it's becoming less of a competitive advantage and more like an industry standard. Remaining
relevant as the marketplace evolves requires a full understanding and application of big data, and The Big Data-Driven Business provides the
practical guidance businesses need.
Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third Edition, offers a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts as
well as practical advice on applying machine learning tools and techniques in real-world data mining situations. This highly anticipated third
edition of the most acclaimed work on data mining and machine learning will teach you everything you need to know about preparing inputs,
interpreting outputs, evaluating results, and the algorithmic methods at the heart of successful data mining. Thorough updates reflect the
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technical changes and modernizations that have taken place in the field since the last edition, including new material on Data
Transformations, Ensemble Learning, Massive Data Sets, Multi-instance Learning, plus a new version of the popular Weka machine learning
software developed by the authors. Witten, Frank, and Hall include both tried-and-true techniques of today as well as methods at the leading
edge of contemporary research. The book is targeted at information systems practitioners, programmers, consultants, developers,
information technology managers, specification writers, data analysts, data modelers, database R&D professionals, data warehouse
engineers, data mining professionals. The book will also be useful for professors and students of upper-level undergraduate and graduatelevel data mining and machine learning courses who want to incorporate data mining as part of their data management knowledge base and
expertise. Provides a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts as well as practical advice on applying the tools and techniques to
your data mining projects Offers concrete tips and techniques for performance improvement that work by transforming the input or output in
machine learning methods Includes downloadable Weka software toolkit, a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks—in
an updated, interactive interface. Algorithms in toolkit cover: data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules,
visualization
This book includes the proceedings of the Intelligent and Fuzzy Techniques INFUS 2019 Conference, held in Istanbul, Turkey, on July 23–25,
2019. Big data analytics refers to the strategy of analyzing large volumes of data, or big data, gathered from a wide variety of sources,
including social networks, videos, digital images, sensors, and sales transaction records. Big data analytics allows data scientists and various
other users to evaluate large volumes of transaction data and other data sources that traditional business systems would be unable to tackle.
Data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches and techniques have been widely used in intelligent decision-making, and they are
increasingly attracting attention due to their importance and effectiveness in addressing uncertainty and incompleteness. INFUS 2019
focused on intelligent and fuzzy systems with applications in big data analytics and decision-making, providing an international forum that
brought together those actively involved in areas of interest to data science and knowledge engineering. These proceeding feature about 150
peer-reviewed papers from countries such as China, Iran, Turkey, Malaysia, India, USA, Spain, France, Poland, Mexico, Bulgaria, Algeria,
Pakistan, Australia, Lebanon, and Czech Republic.
The growing presence of smart phones and smart devices has caused significant changes to wireless networks. With the ubiquity of these
technologies, there is now increasingly more available data for mobile operators to utilize. Big Data Applications in the Telecommunications
Industry is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on the use of data analytics to study wireless networks and
examines how these techniques can increase reliability and profitability, as well as network performance and connectivity. Featuring
extensive coverage on relevant topics, such as accessibility, traffic data, and customer satisfaction, this publication is ideally designed for
engineers, students, professionals, academics, and researchers seeking innovative perspectives on data science and wireless network
communications.
As technology continues to revolutionise today’s economy, Big Data, Blockchain and Cryptocurrency are rapidly transforming themselves
into mainstream functions within the financial services industry. This book examines each concept individually, analysing the opportunities
and challenges they bring and exploring the potential for future development. The authors further evaluate the fusion of these three important
products of the FinTech revolution, illustrating their combined influence on the digital economy. Providing a comprehensive analysis of three
innovative technologies, this timely book will appeal to scholars researching innovation in the finance industry and financial services
technology more specifically.
This book gathers a selection of peer-reviewed papers presented at the first Big Data Analytics for Cyber-Physical System in Smart City
(BDCPS 2019) conference, held in Shengyang, China, on 28–29 December 2019. The contributions, prepared by an international team of
scientists and engineers, cover the latest advances made in the field of machine learning, and big data analytics methods and approaches for
the data-driven co-design of communication, computing, and control for smart cities. Given its scope, it offers a valuable resource for all
researchers and professionals interested in big data, smart cities, and cyber-physical systems.

The volume on Data Management, Analytics and Innovations presents the latest high-quality technical contributions and research
results in the areas of data management and smart computing, big data management, artificial intelligence and data analytics
along with advances in network technologies. It deals with the state-of-the-art topics and provides challenges and solutions for
future development. Original, unpublished research work highlighting specific research domains from all viewpoints are contributed
from scientists throughout the globe. This volume is mainly designed for professional audience, composed of researchers and
practitioners in academia and industry.
This book focuses on the analytic principles of business practice and big data. Specifically, it provides an interface between the
main disciplines of engineering/technology and the organizational and administrative aspects of management, serving as a
complement to books in other disciplines such as economics, finance, marketing and risk analysis. The contributors present their
areas of expertise, together with essential case studies that illustrate the successful application of engineering management
theories in real-life examples.
The scope of image processing and recognition has broadened due to the gap in scientific visualization. Thus, new imaging
techniques have developed, and it is imperative to study this progression for optimal utilization. Big Data Analytics for Satellite
Image Processing and Remote Sensing is a critical scholarly resource that examines the challenges and difficulties of
implementing big data in image processing for remote sensing and related areas. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics,
such as distributed computing, parallel processing, and spatial data, this book is geared towards scientists, professionals,
researchers, and academicians seeking current research on the use of big data analytics in satellite image processing and remote
sensing.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Big Data, BigData 2020, held as part of SCF 2020,
during September 18-20, 2020. The conference was planned to take place in Honolulu, HI, USA and was changed to a virtual
format due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 16 full and 3 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 52
submissions. The topics covered are Big Data Architecture, Big Data Modeling, Big Data As A Service, Big Data for Vertical
Industries (Government, Healthcare, etc.), Big Data Analytics, Big Data Toolkits, Big Data Open Platforms, Economic Analysis, Big
Data for Enterprise Transformation, Big Data in Business Performance Management, Big Data for Business Model Innovations
and Analytics, Big Data in Enterprise Management Models and Practices, Big Data in Government Management Models and
Practices, and Big Data in Smart Planet Solutions.
How Big Data Is Transforming Marketing and Sales?What Is the Role of Big Data in Marketing Digital Marketing?
The emergence of big data technology and concepts has created the potential to transform and innovate the traditional eprocurement system into green e-procurement. Utilizing resource orchestration theory, this Book suggests that if organizations
embrace and reorganize some of the resources and capabilities offered by big data within their e-procurement functions, it will help
achieve improved environmental performance. Based on a sample of 216 procurement professionals in the United Arab Emirates,
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we empirically investigate the effects of big data analytics capabilities (BDAC) on e-procurement (EP) and environmental
performance (ENP) using PLS- SEM analysis. This Book has determined that EP does not influence (ENP), but it has a significant
influence on BDAC; and when BDAC was introduced as a mediator between EP and ENP, a significant and positive effect was
found on ENP, indicating full mediation. Our findings offer a more advanced understanding of the impact of BDAC on eprocurement, thereby addressing the crucial questions of how and when BDAC can enhance envi- ronmental sustainability in
procurement and supply chains. Keywords: Big data Green procurement resource orchestration sustainable development United
Arab Emirates IT investment IT risk Big data Data Privacy Data Security Event study Big data analytics Environmental air pollution
BDA-EAP management system UTAUT Task-technology fit Mobile payment E-Wallet Big data analytics Promotional campaigns
Ecosystem Big data Luxury brand Customer engagement Social media Twitter How Big Data is transforming marketing and sales?
What is the role of big data in marketing digital marketing? Big data architecture Action research Case study research Blockchain
adoption Supply chain management Big data Circular economy Stakeholders as large decision makers Case study Emerging
market Agile management Heterogeneity Internet-of-things Smart factory Smart manufacturing Customer journey analytics Multichannel marketing performance measurement Taxonomy Marketing attribution Decision-making Keywords: Big Data Accounting
education AACSB standards Accounting skills Active learning Big Data analytics in Agile software development big data facebook
big data baseball big data lake big data management big data manning big data marketing big data marz big data mba big data
mba driving business strategies with data science big data modeling big data on campus big data para ceos y directores de
marketing big data platform big data policing big data principles and best practices big data profits success analytics big data
project big data project management big data python big data questions and answers big data race big data real estate big data
revolution big data science big data science in finance big data security big data small wars big data spanish big data spark big
data system big data technologies for business big data textbook big data uncharted big data understanding how data powers big
business big data using hadoop big data using hadoop and hive big data visualization big data with java big data with spark
In the last decade, the use of data sciences in the digital marketing environment has increased. Digital marketing has transformed
how companies communicate with their customers around the world. The increase in the use of social networks and how users
communicate with companies on the internet has given rise to new business models based on the bidirectionality of
communication between companies and internet users. Digital marketing, new business models, data-driven approaches, online
advertising campaigns, and other digital strategies have gathered user opinions and comments through this new online channel. In
this way, companies are beginning to see the digital ecosystem as not only the present but also the future. However, despite these
advances, relevant evidence on the measures to improve the management of data sciences in digital marketing remains scarce.
Advanced Digital Marketing Strategies in a Data-Driven Era contains high-quality research that presents a holistic overview of the
main applications of data sciences to digital marketing and generates insights related to the creation of innovative data mining and
knowledge discovery techniques applied to traditional and digital marketing strategies. The book analyzes how companies are
adopting these new data-driven methods and how these strategies influence digital marketing. Discussing topics such as digital
strategies, social media marketing, big data, marketing analytics, and data sciences, this book is essential for marketers, digital
marketers, advertisers, brand managers, managers, executives, social media analysts, IT specialists, data scientists, students,
researchers, and academicians in the field.
Widely acknowledged as being the first academic text to provide a critical overview of the (big) data revolution and the
classification of data which it outlined is now widely used/recognised as the taxonomy in social science. The Data Revolution a
canonical text in data studies and the wider social sciences.
Living Innovation: Competing in the 21st Century Access Economy explores how the digital revolution has empowered customers, and how
organizations have to innovate to gain a deeper understanding of user needs. Stepping away from the traditional mindset of products being
the foremost concern of an organization, this book elaborates on how service value and the management of customer relationships are some
of the new goals of an experience-driven economy. The ten chapters of this book provide insights and different perspectives into this new
economy, including the consequences of the shift away from a product-based mindset, the role of the physical space as a stimulator of
innovation and the keys to making service innovation a success.
In this latest edition of Sales Force Management, Mark Johnston and Greg Marshall continue to build on the tradition of excellence
established by Churchill, Ford, and Walker, increasing the book’s reputation globally as the leading textbook in the field. The authors have
strengthened the focus on managing the modern tools of selling, such as customer relationship management (CRM), social media and
technology-enabled selling, and sales analytics. It’s a contemporary classic, fully updated for modern sales management practice.
Pedagogical features include: Engaging breakout questions designed to spark lively discussion Leadership challenge assignments and minicases to help students understand and apply the principles they have learned in the classroom Leadership, Innovation, and Technology
boxes that simulate real-world challenges faced by salespeople and their managers New Ethical Moment boxes in each chapter put students
on the firing line of making ethical choices in sales Role Plays that enable students to learn by doing A selection of comprehensive sales
management cases on the companion website A companion website features an instructor’s manual, PowerPoints, and other tools to
provide additional support for students and instructors.
The ability to uncover, share, and utilize knowledge is one of the most vital components to the success of any organization. While new
technologies and techniques of knowledge dissemination are promising, there is still a struggle to derive and circulate meaningful information
from large data sets. Strategic Data-Based Wisdom in the Big Data Era combines the latest empirical research findings, best practices, and
applicable theoretical frameworks surrounding data analytics and knowledge acquisition. Providing a multi-disciplinary perspective of the
subject area, this book is an essential reference source for professionals and researchers working in the field of knowledge management who
would like to improve their understanding of the strategic role of data-based wisdom in different types of work communities and environments.
This book addresses the impacts of various types of services such as infrastructure, platforms, software, and business processes that cloud
computing and Big Data have introduced into business. Featuring chapters which discuss effective and efficient approaches in dealing with
the inherent complexity and increasing demands in data science, a variety of application domains are covered. Various case studies by data
management and analysis experts are presented in these chapters. Covered applications include banking, social networks, bioinformatics,
healthcare, transportation and criminology. Highlighting the Importance of Big Data Management and Analysis for Various Applications will
provide the reader with an understanding of how data management and analysis are adapted to these applications. This book will appeal to
researchers and professionals in the field.
Investors and technology gurus have called big data one of the most important trends to come along in decades. Big Data Bootcamp explains
what big data is and how you can use it in your company to become one of tomorrow’s market leaders. Along the way, it explains the very
latest technologies, companies, and advancements. Big data holds the keys to delivering better customer service, offering more attractive
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products, and unlocking innovation. That’s why, to remain competitive, every organization should become a big data company. It’s also why
every manager and technology professional should become knowledgeable about big data and how it is transforming not just their own
industries but the global economy. And that knowledge is just what this book delivers. It explains components of big data like Hadoop and
NoSQL databases; how big data is compiled, queried, and analyzed; how to create a big data application; and the business sectors ripe for
big data-inspired products and services like retail, healthcare, finance, and education. Best of all, your guide is David Feinleib, renowned
entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and author of Why Startups Fail. Feinleib’s Big Data Landscape, a market map featured and explained in
the book, is an industry benchmark that has been viewed more than 150,000 times and is used as a reference by VMWare, Dell, Intel, the
U.S. Government Accountability Office, and many other organizations. Feinleib also explains: • Why every businessperson needs to
understand the fundamentals of big data or get run over by those who do • How big data differs from traditional database management
systems • How to create and run a big data project • The technical details powering the big data revolution Whether you’re a Fortune 500
executive or the proprietor of a restaurant or web design studio, Big Data Bootcamp will explain how you can take full advantage of new
technologies to transform your company and your career.
AI and Algorithmics have already optimized and automated production and logistics processes. Now it is time to unleash AI on the
administrative, planning and even creative procedures in marketing, sales and management. This book provides an easy-to-understand guide
to assessing the value and potential of AI and Algorithmics. It systematically draws together the technologies and methods of AI with clear
business scenarios on an entrepreneurial level. With interviews and case studies from those cutting edge businesses and executives who are
already leading the way, this book shows you: how customer and market potential can be automatically identified and profiled; how media
planning can be intelligently automated and optimized with AI and Big Data; how (chat)bots and digital assistants can make communication
between companies and consumers more efficient and smarter; how you can optimize Customer Journeys based on Algorithmics and AI; and
how to conduct market research in more efficient and smarter way. A decade from now, all businesses will be AI businesses – Gentsch
shows you how to make sure yours makes that transition better than your competitors.
This unique book comprehensively presents the current state of knowledge, theoretical and practical alike, in the field of business-to-business
(B2B) marketing. More than 30 of the best and most recognized B2B marketers address the most relevant theoretical foundations, concepts,
tried and tested approaches and models from entrepreneurial practice. Many of those concepts are published for the first time ever in this
book. The book not only builds on the existing classic literature for industrial goods marketing but also – and much more importantly – finally
closes the gap towards the rapidly growing ecosystem of modern B2B marketing terms, instruments, products, and topics. Technical terms
such as Account-Based Marketing, Buyer Journey, ChatBots, Content AI, Marketing Automation, Marketing Canvas, Social Selling,
Touchpoint Sensitivity Analysis, and Predictive Intelligence are explained and examined in detail, especially in terms of their applicability and
implementation. The book as a whole reflects the B2B marketing journey so that the readers can directly connect the content to their own
experience and use the book as a guide in their day-to-day work for years to come.
Managing Big Data is a simple book which introduces students and professionals to Big Data. Although the book has been designed for
unassisted reading, lot of insights from the author makes this a very thoughtful book which will automatically lead to yearning for more
learning on the subject.

EXPLORING MARKETING RESEARCH, 11E, provides a thorough guide to the design, execution, analysis, and reporting of
marketing research to support effective business decisions. The text prepares students to approach marketing research from a
management perspective rather than as hands-on practitioners, providing valuable business context while introducing both
traditional research methods, such as designing questionnaires, and the latest technological advances, including current data
collection devices, data analysis tools, practical approaches to data analytics, and the impact of social media and artifactual online
data. In addition to updates based on recent trends and technology, the new 11th Edition features an increased emphasis on
ethical and international issues, reflecting their growing importance in modern marketing research. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Many managers view marketing as a creative endeavor, not something that is measurable or manageable by numbers. But
today’s leaders in the C-suite demand greater accountability. They want to know that they are getting a return on their marketing
investment. And to get that ROI number, you need analytics. This expectation is intimidating for the many sales and marketing
managers who rely on marketing instincts, not metrics, to do their work. But Marketing Analytics Roadmap: Methods, Metrics, and
Tools demonstrates that employing analytics isn't just a way to keep the CEO off your back. It improves marketing results and
ensures marketers a seat at the table where big decisions get made. In this book, analytics expert Jerry Rackley shows you how to
understand and implement a sound marketing analytics process that helps eliminate the guesswork about the results produced by
your marketing efforts. The result? You will acquire—and keep—more customers. Even better, you'll find that an analytics process
helps the entire organization make better decisions, and not just marketers. Marketing Analytics Roadmap explains: How to use
analytics to create marketing and sales metrics that guide your actions and provide valuable feedback on your efforts How to
structure and use dashboards to report marketing results How to put industry-leading analytics software and other tools to good
use How Big Data is shaping the marketing analytics landscape Sales and marketing teams that master marketing analytics will
find them a powerful servant that enables agility, raises effectiveness, and creates confidence. Marketing Analytics Roadmap
shows you how to build a well-planned and executed marketing analytics strategy that will enhance the credibility of your
marketing team and help you not only get a seat at the big-decisions table, but keep it once there.
Our newly digital world is generating an almost unimaginable amount of data about all of us. Such a vast amount of data is useless
without plans and strategies that are designed to cope with its size and complexity, and which enable organisations to leverage the
information to create value. This book is a refreshingly practical, yet theoretically sound roadmap to leveraging big data and
analytics. Creating Value with Big Data Analytics provides a nuanced view of big data development, arguing that big data in itself
is not a revolution but an evolution of the increasing availability of data that has been observed in recent times. Building on the
authors’ extensive academic and practical knowledge, this book aims to provide managers and analysts with strategic directions
and practical analytical solutions on how to create value from existing and new big data. By tying data and analytics to specific
goals and processes for implementation, this is a much-needed book that will be essential reading for students and specialists of
data analytics, marketing research, and customer relationship management.
Big Data Imperatives, focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone's mind: Which data matters? Do you have enough data
volume to justify the usage? How you want to process this amount of data? How long do you really need to keep it active for your
analysis, marketing, and BI applications? Big data is emerging from the realm of one-off projects to mainstream business adoption;
however, the real value of big data is not in the overwhelming size of it, but more in its effective use. Big Data Imperatives
describes the complementary nature of traditional data warehouses and big-data analytics platforms and how they feed each
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other. This book aims to bring the big data and analytics realms together with a greater focus on architectures that leverage the
scale and power of big data and the ability to integrate and apply analytics principles to data which earlier was not accessible. This
book can also be used as a handbook for practitioners; helping them on methodology,technical architecture, analytics techniques
and best practices. At the same time, this book intends to hold the interest of those new to big data and analytics by giving them a
deep insight into the realm of big data.
Leadership for Evidence-Based Innovation in Nursing and Health Professions, Second Edition takes a patient-centered approach,
discusses the perspectives on the dynamic of innovation and evidence as well as emerging competencies for leaders of
healthcare innovation, making it the ideal textbook for DNP and Masters level leadership courses.
Society is now completely driven by data with many industries relying on data to conduct business or basic functions within the
organization. With the efficiencies that big data bring to all institutions, data is continuously being collected and analyzed.
However, data sets may be too complex for traditional data-processing, and therefore, different strategies must evolve to solve the
issue. The field of big data works as a valuable tool for many different industries. The Research Anthology on Big Data Analytics,
Architectures, and Applications is a complete reference source on big data analytics that offers the latest, innovative architectures
and frameworks and explores a variety of applications within various industries. Offering an international perspective, the
applications discussed within this anthology feature global representation. Covering topics such as advertising curricula, driven
supply chain, and smart cities, this research anthology is ideal for data scientists, data analysts, computer engineers, software
engineers, technologists, government officials, managers, CEOs, professors, graduate students, researchers, and academicians.
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